Complexity versus modularity and heterogeneity in oscillatory networks: combining segregation and integration in neural systems.
Normal functioning in many realistic complex dynamical systems, such as neural networks, requires coherence and synchronization for collective actions of network components. However, strong synchronization of the whole network is often related to pathological situations. A regime in between enabling both segregation in subsystems and integration as a whole is thus desirable. Here, we characterize this regime by complexity of synchronization patterns and study its relationship to heterogeneous and modular architecture in complex network of oscillators. We show that these networks possess a broad range of high complexity associated with the formation of dynamical clusters and the coordination between the clusters. In realistic networks of C. elegans and cat cortex, the complexity is reduced when the original network is rewired in various ways, reflecting that the neural systems are organized to provide a combination of segregation and integration with the coexistence of various complex network features, especially modularity and heterogeneity. Our work can stimulate further studies on structure-function relationships in neural systems through the inquiry of the specific functional roles of the intermediate dynamical regime.